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Heat power source controller circuit
F. Madrid,a) X. Jordà, M. Vellvehi, X. Perpiñà, and P. Godignon
Power Devices and Systems Group, Centre Nacional de Microelectrònica (CNM-CSIC), Campus UAB,
Cerdanyola del Vallès, Barcelona 08193, Spain

(Received 8 September 2004; accepted 24 September 2004; published 10 November 2004)

Experimental works on thermal management of electronic systems, such as thermal resistance or
thermal conductivity measurement, often require a controlled heat power source. This article
proposes a circuit based on an integral automatic controller that sets a heat power dissipation level
of a power metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor used as a heating device. It can operate
in dc mode, setting a steady power generation, and in pulsed mode, controlling a transient power
wave form. The controller operation principle is established together with all details for its

implementation and use. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.[DOI: 10.1063/1.1819451]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental works on thermal management1 of elec-
tronic systems often require a controlled heat power so
The objective is to test package configurations and mate
or the behavior under thermal stress of electronic com
nents for developing new solutions.

There are several immediate solutions to implement
sources from a standard voltage source, e.g., a resis
with an applied voltage or a power device, such as a m
oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor(MOSFET) with a
fixed gate voltage. Both solutions result in unstable heat
eration due to the fact that resistance value andI–V charac
teristics of power MOSFETs change with temperatu2

Moreover, heat power transient generation cannot be
aged this way. When heat power must be steady, known
accurately adjustable, a more sophisticated feedback m
is required. A heat power controller circuit has been desi
and implemented aiming to obtain a versatile and usefu
perimental tool. Based on an integral automatic contro3

the proposed circuit is optimized to drive dynamically
gate of a power MOSFET device in saturation regime
order to dissipate a given amount of steady or transient
power. A power MOSFET device is robust, versatile and
operate at relatively high temperatures(up to 175 °C the
IXFH 76 N07-11 from IXYS), thus being suitable as a he
source. Nevertheless, other voltage controlled or gated
vices may be driven by the proposed system with few a
tations.

An application example is described in Ref. 4 where
proposed circuit is used for an effective thermal conduct
measurement system.

II. OPERATION

The principle of the circuit operation is exposed in Fig
and it consists, basically, of a feedback control circuit ba
on an integral regulator. Any fluctuation of the power g
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eration level will be corrected immediately according to
reference signal. A Keithley 2420 high current source m
is used as the external voltage supply that provides a 6
maximum power value. All needed implementation de
are found in Fig. 2.

The ground of the controller circuit is chosen to be c
nected to the source of the MOSFET. This way the vol
VG applied by the circuit is the gate-to-source voltageVGS

controlling the power device. The controller power supp
mounted in the same box and it is not shown in Fig. 2
consists of two standard linear dc voltage sources s
supply +15 V and −15 V.

Drain currentID is continuously measured by means
shunt resistorRshunt. Vshunt is a voltage signal proportional
the current.Rshunt must have a small and stable value e
when high current causes a temperature rise. A RTO 20
Vishay, was chosen with 1V of nominal value, 1% perce
precision and packaged in TO220. The manufacturer en
a stability of 150 ppm/ °C. The drain-to-source voltageVDS

will vary depending on the current level due to the pres
of Rshunt. This makes it essential again to implement a clo
loop power controller that continuously compensates theVDS

drop increasingID up to the desired power dissipation lev
instead of a current controller with a fixedVDS.

The multiplier block of Fig. 1 produces a signalVpot

proportional to the heat power dissipated in the devicP,
that is used as the feedback signal for the automatic co

Vpot = KVDSVshunt= KRshuntP, s1d

where K is a constant resulting from the propo
configuration of the AD633 analog integrate multiplier,
dimensions being V−1. Its output signalVpot is proportiona
to the product of two independent differential sign
X=X1−X2 andY=Y1−Y2, whenZ is connected to the grou
(0 V)5

Vpot =
sX1 − X2dsY1 − Y2d

10 V
+ Z. s2d

The maximum voltage of theX andY input signals is 18 Vl:

but VDSsYd can reach theVCC value (60 V in our case). A
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voltage divisor is implemented by resistancesR1 and R2 in
Fig. 2 getting approximatelyY=0.2136VDS from its nomina
values. The maximumY signal value is maintained low
than 15 V, even with aVCC of 70 V. If higher voltage is
needed, theR1 and R2 pair should be modified. The fin
value of constantK is approximately 0.02136 V−1 in expres
sion (1).

TheVpot signal is compared with the reference signalVref

from the reference voltage block. Then, an integrator ci
made up of a LF411 general purpose operational amp
and aRC pair generates a gate signalVout such that

dVint

dt
=

Vref − Vpot

RC
. s3d

The Vint signal is connected to the MOSFET gate throug
voltage limiter that will be explained further on. The pow
dissipated by the MOSFET in its saturation zone is de
FIG. 2. Schematic of th
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mined by this gate voltage, closing the feedback loop.
controller response must be fast enough to seek a rapiVref

transient evolution without endangering the system stab
R=1 K andC=10 nF have been chosen to obtain a sta
zation time ofVint around 1 ms after aVref step.

If the heating device is dissipating an amount of po
that produces aVpot signal higher thanVref, the gate signal
lowered, reducing the currentID and Vpot towards the equ
librium state expressed by Eq.(4)

Vpot = Vref. s4d

Inverse reaction happens when theVpot signal is lower tha
Vref. The integral control eliminates the steady state e
From Eqs.(1) and (4) is deduced

FIG. 1. Main parts of the power controller.
e implemented circuit.
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P =
Vref

KRshunt
. s5d

In the case of the chosenR1, R2 andRshuntvalues an approx
mation of the controller gain is

P = 46823 mAVref. s6d

If, due to reference demand, the compliance curren
the power voltage source is achieved, the power sourc
duces theVCC voltage near to 0 V keeping the current lev
Consequently, the controller raises the gate voltage up
limit s+15 Vd attempting to increase the power dissipa
according to the reference demand. Even fluctuations d
normal operation at high current near the compliance v
can produce this kind of failure. There is no way of leav
this trap state and once the control has failed this way
power voltage supplyVCC must be turned off.

The described problem is solved with a potentiom
placed at the output of the integrator. This voltage div
prevents the gate voltage from exceeding a maximumVGS

voltage level selected by the user keeping the drain cu
below the compliance. The most suitable method is to
this limit as low as possible in accordance with the nee
power level for the experimental work. The presence of
VG limiter does not affect either the amount of contro
power or the quality of the control.

The reference voltage can be selected alternativel
the Pulse/dcswitch. The dc part of the reference block
based on the voltage reference integrate circuit REF-01
Analog Devices. It gives a stable 10 V dc voltage, and
final Vref signal is chosen by the user via a voltage div
implemented with theRangeand Control potentiometers
Both potentiometers must be multi-turn and very stable.
pulse part has been implemented in order to give the sy
the capability to dissipate arbitrary heat power wave fo
(mainly pulses). An external signal input is adapted by
amplifier and connected to the integrator;R4 resistor select
its gain. The input impedance can be adjusted with aRCpair,
depending on the external signal source requirements.

The Enable/Disableswitch connectsVref to the selecte
voltage reference source(power enabled) or to the ground
(power disabled). This stops power dissipation settingVref

=0 V. A RC pair has been implemented in order to av
switch bounce.

The controller user will proceed in the following way
set a particular power dissipation level using a fixedVCC

voltage value:

(1) setControl andRangepotentiometers to their maximu
loaded 22 Oct 2010 to 158.109.7.122. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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value, then increase theLimiter potentiometer up to
value slightly above the maximum desired current le

(2) adjust theRangepotentiometer to obtain the maximu
necessary current value; and

(3) choose the power level within the available power ra
with the Control potentiometer.

The circuit is mounted in a box and the shunt resist
and the MOSFET device are external to it and conne
through theshunt+ andshunt−, drain, sourceandgatecon-
nections of Fig. 2. There is also aPulse Incoaxial connec
tion for transient reference input.

The true generated heat power must be calculate
follows from the voltage and current applied by the po
source,VCC and ICC, in steady state. The following expre
sion consists of the product of the supplied voltage and
rent minus two minor terms, the lost power in the sh
resistor and the controller input

P = VDSID = VCCICC − ICC
2 Rshunt−

sVCC − ICCRshuntd2

RY
, s7d

where RY is the input impedance of theVDS measuremen
connection of the power controller circuit. This resistanc
the sum ofR1 and R2; nevertheless, for better reliability
power calculation its value should be directly measured,
the proposed configuration 10.21±0.01 K.

As an example of the circuit operation the follow
parameters withVCC=60 V and fixingVref=0.61500 V hav
been measured. TheVpot signal is 0.61594 V and produc
current is ICC=502.8 mA, thereforeVDS=59.3196 V and
Vshunt=0.5045 V. Using Eq.(7) P=29.56 W while the est
mation of Eq.(6) gives a value of 28.79 W. The control
maintains these values fixed with a variation below 0.0
even after working 12 h.
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